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« L’agriculture c’est mettre sa culture dans la terre. » 

“Agriculture is about putting your culture into the ground” 
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Introduction 
This report was realized during a volunteer internship that I did in august 2013 for 12 days in 

a goat farm situated in Belgium. It is part of a student driven project, the FEI ( Farm 

Experience internship ) which aims to create more connection between the academic world 

of the students and the reality of the farmers. This report is also a personal enterprise. I have 

been studying agriculture and farming for now 6 years and did some farm experience in 

different countries in Europe. During this past period all the reports I had to present were 

very structured and standardized in such a way that the room for self -reflection and deep 

analysis was limited and very technical oriented. 

During these years of study I felt that our education system tends to forget  that most of the 

time, all the rational decision that are supposed to be the key support of all our scientific 

research are driven by subjective and emotional factors.  Studying farming practices out of 

their context does not make sense to me but this is something I faced many times in the past 

when only standardized solutions where taught to us.  

I wish now to give a more personal feedback of what I feel is proper farming according to 

several criteria, objective and subjective that I will develop further on.  

In order to make it comprehensive and attractive, it is written in a more personal and free 

way than a standard scientific paper as I was used to write in the past. Therefore the reader 

will find quotes of conversation I had with the farmers, scientific and less scientific 

information gathered from different sources more or less reliable but which raise questions 

and challenges. I want you, dear reader, whatever your background is, to get a good idea of 

what the life of an organic farmer in Belgium is likely to look like, what challenges they had 

and still have to face and how the academic world could pretend to support their effort. 

Because I am firmly convinced that these people are now working for the best of all of us, 

we, student, have now the responsibility to make sure that our generation will be clever 

enough to understand the value of such enterprise and how we can (re)learn from those 

farmers to combine efficiently their inputs from the field and ours from the books. 
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I. History of the farm and its philosophy 

1.1. The main stream years 
This chapter aims to retrace briefly the processes that have taken the farm to its current situation and 
to explain the main changes that affected it. 

Before going deeply into the concept of the current system I think it is essential to explain 
shortly the developments that influenced the farm to bring it to the current state. Francis 
and Christiane are both from a farming background in Belgium but for diverse reasons were 
not able to take over the farms of their parents.  
They then decided to start their own farm and started with a dairy herd of 35 holstein cows 
and 24 hectares in 1984. The land was already property of Francis’s Father but they had to 
build and invest in both animals and building. Something interesting in this choice is that 
the whole area does not have a dairy history but is much more focused on the meat 
production, mainly ensured by the emblematic cow breed “Blue Belgium”.  
The problem when starting a beef production is that farmers need to invest huge amount of 
money before being able to sell anything. In average it takes 3 years to get some payback 
while with milk you get paid directly.  
 
 The figure 1 below shows the organization of the farm, with the red circle representing the 
buildings. The fields belonging to the farm are the ones in yellow. The average size of the 
farms in Wallonia is about 44 ha so this one is quite small in comparison. 

 
 They turned 
organic 13 years 
later in 1997. This 
decision took a 
long time indeed 
to realize the 
limits of what the 

mainstream 
system was 
imposing to their 
life conditions and 
to their animals.  
The whole farm 
was managed in 
such a way that 
milk production 
was maximized. 

 
Cows stayed inside most of their time and the land was divided between pastures and 
monoculture of maize, leading to serious soil damages.  
 
Step by step the farmers invested in high tech items like an automatic distributor of 
concentrate, a blender, they also got member of a fecundity program…all this package 
aimed to get as much milk as possible. 
 

FIGURE 1. MAP OF THE FARM 
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 Actually it made me thinking of many Dutch dairy farms that I visited during my bachelor in 
the polder near Dronten. Francis said “ 
 C’était le stress continuel : tout pesé, calculé, minuté. Toujours à  l’affût du moindre signe 

de faiblesse. La seringue à la main et la calculette en tête. » which I could translate as «  it 

was continuous stress, weighting, calculating, minuting everything. Always expecting every 

single sign of weaknesses. The syringe in one hand and the calculator in mind.   

All this stress and the loss of sense in their work finally brought them to the decision than 

turning organic was necessary. If a dairy herd was helpful to start a farm it was still very 

labour demanding and the farm was getting too small to ensure a decent income for the 

long term vision.  

1.2. The transition to their current enterprise  
In the 2000They gave up the cow to get goats instead. They milked them during a while but 

suddenly the milk factory declared they were too small to be interesting enough and then 

stopped the contract. This period was very sensitive for the continuity of the farm. The 

farmers had to react fast. At this moment they had 220 goats and they took the decision to 

reduce the herd to 60 females, sold the rest and built a room to make cheese with the 

money they got. It has been 7 year now that they produce their own cheese but they 

reached a “satisfying “state  as Christiane said  only a few month ago. Now the farm is 

running quite well, farmers are able to ensure the whole supply chain from the sowing of the 

goat’s feed to the selling of the cheese. Christiane wrote a poem that resumes quite well 

their story in appendix 1.  
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I.  Management of the farm  

2.1. System Agro Sylvo pastoral 
This chapter will present how the farm is working now and how the different components work and 
support each other by giving a system approach. 

Francis, Christiane and their son Vincent think of their farm as a whole organism which 

needs each component to work together and support each other. They have designed the 

system presented below with the figure 2 which gives each element different functions. A 

system Agro Sylvo Pastoral involves the land, the forest and the animals to work together.  

It is all designed is such a way that it provides enough feed for the animal through the whole 

year and at the same time ensure promotion of soil’s life, biodiversity and well-being of both 

farmers and animals. 

Although the goats are the main source of income they are not the key element of this 

system. 

The first element to consider which is the base of the sustainability of the farm is the soil. 

The inputs of plants and animal have to be balanced enough to ensure the development of 

the soil life and increase its organic matter content. When francis and Christiane started the 

soil was very poor and difficult to work as it is mainly clay sticky soil. Vincent dig regularly 

FIGURE 2. SYSTEM AGRO SYLVO PASTORAL 
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holes in his soil to assess himself its quality, just by eye. During my stay we could clearly see 

a 15 cm layer of good dark soil full of life and roots. 

This is possible thanks to a clever use of different grasses, cereals and legume species that 

support each other and limit competition.  

A good example is provided by the mixture of cereals they grow : this year it was a mix of 

triticale, oat, peas and spelt. The rooting system of those plants is quite different. Triticale 

and spelt have deep roots and can handle dry conditions and poor soil quality. The oat 

instead has a shallow root system, very dense that spread through the upper layer of the 

ground. It can be fragile and is prone to fall down in windy conditions. This risk is limited as 

oat is supported by the strong stem of the triticale. The peas are there to fix the nitrogen 

and bring protein into the diet of the goat.  

 

2.1.1 The “Sylvo”  
 

 

The trees have also a great 

importance on the farm.  

Their benefits are highly 

underestimated in this area. 

When Francis and Christiane 

started there wasn’t a single 

tree on the whole farm. They 

had to bring everything and 

at the beginning it was very 

challenging as the soil was so 

badly damaged that the 

roots of the young trees 

could not established deeply.  

 

 

 

Now the situation is much better and they have implemented several species in different 

locations according to their needs as shown by the figure 3 above. 

FIGURE 3. THE TREES ORGANISATION 
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The services a tree can provide are huge but as it takes some time to establish and grow it is 

not visible straight on. To raise the awareness of people Vincent created this chart, 

presented in picture 4 that summarize the benefits of a tree within a given ecosystem : 

FIGURE 4. THE TREE'S SERVICES 
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This concept is the driven idea of a plot where Vincent implemented several species in order 

to grow both crops and trees together. The design of this plot was not easy as you have to 

consider light and wind orientation, competition with the crop, foliage cover, the specie… 

the main challenge was to find a design that 

would allow farmers to still pass with their 

tractor when harvesting the crops.  

The figure 5on the left shows the final map 

of the first agro-forestry plot. Vincent 

planted 14 trees of different varieties: 

Hornbeam, Wild Cherry and Alder which are 

adapted for this type of clay soil. 

The density of tree is quite low, 14 trees on 

0.75 ha. The goal is first to improve soil 

quality ( organic matter and woody material 

)and so the digestion of manure and then 

improvement of crops.  

 

 

 

 

Speaking about crops… 

2.1.2. The “Agro”  
In the past farmers used to grow each crop separately and then mix each component in a 

blender. It required machinery, separate storage facilities and so quite a lot of labour.  

“it was a bit stupid actually” said Francis.” Now everything is mixed directly in the field and it 

makes our life easier and it is also much better for the soil”. 

Every year is different, meaning that the dominant species change as well. When they resow 

their seeds, farmers try to adapt the mixture by buying the specie which seems to struggle 

the most. The whole challenge is to find the right balance between each variety. This is only 

possible after some years of observation. Then you understand how the different varieties 

behave on your ground. I asked them: why don’t you order every year a mixture so you are 

sure of the exact quantity of each component? 

They answered that they will never get something as good as their own because the seeds 

they have selected for years and years are now the best for their situation as they 

specifically adapted for this special environment. They would certainly behave in a different 

FIGURE 5. THE PLAN OF THE FIRST 

AGROFORESTRY PLOT. 
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way on their neighbors’ fields. This is why the standardization of our cereal and legume 

varieties shows many limits I believe.  

This choice so far has shown a full range of advantages but it is threaten by the growing 

lobby of big seed company that step by step impose new patents on seed and plant material. 

A more recent law that was brought to the European commission last May and called "Plant 

Reproductive Material Law" could become a major concern as well. “it will immediately be 

illegal to grow, reproduce or trade any vegetable seed or tree that has not been tested and 

approved by a new "EU Plant Variety Agency", who will make a list of approved plants. 

Moreover, an annual fee must also be paid to the Agency to keep them on the list, and if not 

paid, they cannot be produced.” Although this law does not concern cereals seeds yet it is 

very likely that if no resistance is done this trend could spread to any plant material. 

 If so the farm would not be only unable to re-grow its own mix but it means also that the 

range of available breeds will be dramatically reduced, leaving a few species probably 

adapted to high tech support but absolutely catastrophic under organic management.  

This show how vulnerable the organic farms are when facing the top-down EU regulations 

which seem to forget that the real interest of all is also the interests of farmers and not of 

multinational agro-corporation.  

 

Building resistance with crops: same ideas with the goats 

2.1.3. The “Pastoral” 
 
This session aims to present the breeding strategy of the farmers and which practices they decided to 
adopt after having considered the irrational management of the mainstream dogma.  

 
At the beginning of the goat’sstory in 2000 they bought 160 dairy goats, mostly Saanen 
breed which is recognized to be quite productive and calm compared to the other main 
breed, called “Alpine”.  The herd and went up to 220 because the dairy factory was 
asking for bigger quantities. But it is never enough and as mentioned in the introduction 
above the contract stopped. After they got rid of around 150 goats to invest in cheese 
making activity the herd stabilized around 60 goats, 20 youths and a male. 
 
So now the herd consists of approximately 60 adults, separated in two groups: the old 
goats and the young ones. This separation is done in order to respect the hierarchy of 
the groups as the goats grow up and then stay all together within one “family”. 
 
 Although Saanen is  the principal type they are also several mixes of other breeds that 
have been tested : Alpine, Poitevine which are French breeds a bit more rustic. This 
diversity of goats types leads to a diversity of production pattern and conformation. In a 
big herd it would be problematic as all the production tools are standardized for one 
single type of animal and therefore heterogeneity is not desirable.  
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In the present system this is a key asset as this diversity ensures a strong resistance of 
the animals which can stand variable climate conditions, long walking distance and 
diverse diet composition. 
 It also prevents the farmer to get troubles with in-breeding which is becoming more and 
more significant in French, Belgium and Dutch goat sector according to the farmers. The 
pattern could be comparable to what’s happening now in the Holstein field. 

In most goats breeding either organic or not, the youths are separated from the mother 

right after the birth and put together in a small pen where they are raised with a milk 

powder or with the milk coming from the herd in a bucket.  

 
In the past I did two other work experiences on both organic and non-organic goat farm 
in France and in the Netherlands. I remember that in both cases, all the youth suffered 
from serious diarrhea and coccidiose, really difficult to get rid of and which really 
compromised the growth performances of the young females. Actually I’ve never heard 
about any goat farm which does not struggle with diarrhea for its youth. 
 
In this present situation the farmers started indeed to raise the lambs separately from 
their mothers as they had been “adviced” by the technical support in this time.  “ we did 
everything possible” told me Francis, but it was never good enough, they put preventive 
medicine as it was usual in this time, we bought heated lamps, we built small pens to 
keep them warm, gave the best grains, the best hay, straw, whatever we tried they were 
always affected by this diarrhea.  
 
The lambs were also asking after their mothers and vice-versa. After a while they decided 
it was enough and just let the lambs with their mothers with the rest of the herd. “ you 
are going to get infections and diseases” told them the consultant at this moment. Since 
they took this decision diarrhea disappeared and never came back.  
 
What consultants and other “agriculture professional” forget is that leaving the lambs 
with their mother bring far more advantages than inconvenient:  
 

 the lambs grow perfectly well and much faster than with artificial feeding system 

 they do no suffer from separation stress and therefore are less likely to get disorders 

 the goat do not suffer either from this stress  

 The lambs get used steadily to the microbes living in the environment of the adults. 
There is no disturbance therefore when the young goats join the adults to start their 
lactation as they share exactly the same living conditions.  

 The regular suckling of the lambs stimulates the milk production and there is still milk 
enough to be taken for mens use.  

 There is no need to invest in any lambs feeding or housing system. They have aces to 
forage and grains like the adults and develop their rumen at their own rhythm.  
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The lambs are usually weaned at 1 month in conventional breeding. Here farmers wean 

them at 3 month which is long enough to get very healthy young goats for the future herd.  

The lactation last about 8 to 9 months and means around 500 litres per goat per year. 

Everything is transformed into cheese and sold locally on the market or to restaurants.  

To ensure tasty cheese the feeding program is simple and diverse : they get a grains mix 

twice a day in the milking parlor and ad-libitum hay and grasses .At this moment  this mix is 

composed of triticale, oat, peas and spelt. They are completely independent from any feed’s  

input from outside the farm which is quite amazing considering the profiles of today’s farm 

heavily dependent on external inputs. Francis was talking about this feeding adviser he 

knows and who has, among his range of feedstuff, a ration containing an innovative and 

affordable energy component: based on palm oil. This is a big joke considering the need to 

close the farms’ systems. 
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II. The outputs 

3.1.  Making cheese 
This chapter will present what the farmers are able to produce out of their system and the “tools” 
required for such.  
 

This activity started when the family got stuck after their only customer stopped 
collecting their milk. After having steadily decrease the herd size they  built the dairy unit 
to start making cheese. 
 
It took 7 years to find a balance between the economical return needs, the labour 
required and a satisfying quality of the products which shows how challenging is this 
enterprise. They now transform their whole milk production into cheese. 
The herd produces around 22500 litres per year which means an average production of 
500 litres per goat per year.  A survey realized in 2008 showed that most organic goat 
farm in Belgium which transform their milk produced between 11000 and 50000 litres.  
 
So in comparison this farm is not especially high or low producer. After some discussion 
with the farmers it was clear that they have the potential to push the goats more 
intensively either to produce more milk per goat or to produce more with a bigger herd. 
However this would lead to reversal effects found in most herds with high milk 
performances: 
- less resistance to diseases and parasitism 
- less knowledge of each animal 
- more infrastructure needs 
- more feed required 
- more labor 
- … 

It is essential to understand that the vitality and success of a farm is not linked at all to the 

productivity itself but to the balance reached between the different elements of a farm : 

people-animal-crop-land. 

The quantity of cheese produced now allows the family to get decent revenue while offering 

a good quality of life for both farmers and animals.  

Most of the cheese is sold once a week, Saturday morning on the local market of Tournai. 

They also supply some restaurants from time to time and some shops but not on a regular 

basis.  Because their production is small they need to offer a wide range of products to 

attract customers and boost the sales. 
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3.2. The education activities: an investment for the future 
 

Since 7 years the farmers organize during different periods of the year “children class” 

during summer and spring holidays. These events are not officially educational oriented 

and are considered as a service but in practice children learn a lot.  

This has become so popular in their neighborhood that they have now to refuse 

application as the success is more and more important.  

The concept is to offer children a place where they could spend their day playing, 

learning and living together with a key emphasis on farming activities. I provided my 

assistance during one of this “stage” as we called them and here are some activities that 

farmers use to provide : 

- horse acrobatics 
- horse riding 
- singing activities 
- soil observation 
- fields observation and experiences 
- animals feeding and cuddling 
- story telling 
- bread making 
- cheese making  
- milking experience 
- trees climbing 
- and so on… 

In brief, children have full room to spend energy, to learn, to be creative, to socialize and to 

rest in a safe environment strongly linked to the nature and the farm activities. 

This service is quite unique in this area. During our discussion during dinner time with the 

family I got a good overview of the farm’s life when Francis and Christiane were young : in 

this period farms were much smaller and numerous and every village counted therefore 

many farmers. 

 The children of these villages used to spend their free time in these farm and naturally 

learned the natural cycle of living stuff.  

They developed physically while giving a hand from time to time on the farm and also 

developed a strong link with the nature, their environment and understood the seasonality 

of food production. Now most children and adults do not have any idea about how their 

food is produced and brought to us. 

 This is therefore a big chance and opportunity for those kids to reconnect with the natural 

cycle of life. Francis, Christiane and Vincent do not only produce healthy cheese, they also 

participate in producing healthy children.  
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This activity also bring the parent to the farm who spread the word in their surroundings and 

step by step increase the understanding of good farming practices among the citizens.  

It also promotes the use of plough horses that are dramatically decreasing since the use of 

machines replaced them.  
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IV. Finally, why this experience ?  
The story I tried to tell is certainly biased and incomplete. I did not include any economic 

data and when I say that this enterprise is financially viable I did not provide tangible 

evidence. I certainly forgot to tell about limits and constraints that affect the farm. 

 So basically it’s up to you to trust me or not. Actually farming is a big trust story if you 

consider how risky it is nowadays to work with nature, so dynamic and diverse. Sometimes 

we are so much used to words that we forget about their essential meaning. 

“Culture” is based on a term first used in classical antiquity by the Roman orator Cicero: 

"cultura animi» meaning cultivation of the soul. So basically agriculture refers also to the 

cultivation of the field’s soul. 

Science often forgets about the spiritual dimension of farming which I believe is the first one 

we need to develop and feed to create a system meaningful and balanced.  

The message I want to pass on is simple: we, current or future professionals have the 

responsibility to go with a holistic view, because farming is about dealing with life and life is 

full of interactions. Considering one single component on its own does not make sense. 

This FEI is an initiative that offers students a huge opportunity to get this holistic view and to 

reconnect  with the “savoir-faire” of farmers, a French term which could be translated as 

the” knowledge of how to do” which is not something you will ever get with a book. 

We choose to go on organic farms because the grassroot origin of this movement is based 

on observing nature, understanding it and use its services which are so many. We believe 

this is the way to go if humankind aims to stay on this earth for the next centuries without 

losing its soul. It’s a big bet on the capacity of humankind to reconsider itself as part on this 

world and not as a dictator. 

To finish I would like to use the words of Francis : 

« l’agriculture biologique c’est d’abord une question de conscience et de bon sens. Peut-

être le défi qui s’offre aux agriculteurs d’aujourd’hui est-il de retrouver l’audace de la 

liberté… » 

  “ Organic agriculture is first a matter of awareness and common sense. Perhaps the 

challenge offered to today’s farmers is to find back the daring of freedom…” 

So people, go, if you want to get your mind free, first get your hand’s dirty. 

 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Classical_antiquity
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_orators
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cicero
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Appendix 1.   

P a r o l e  d ’ u n e  a g r i c u l t r i c e  d u  N o r d   

  

Nous avons marché,  un bandeau sur les yeux.  
On nous a dit : « Investissez ! Produisez !  
Le progrès fera de vous des dieux…  

Produisez plus et plus encore. Allez-y à fond !  
La performance ou la disparition… »  

   
Nous avons suivi les consignes.  
Les emprunts, les machines.  
-Les emprunts pour payer les machines  

Et les machines pour payer les emprunts.-  

Gagner du terrain,  
Avaler son voisin…  

Débrider son moteur,  
Grossir les montagnes de beurre,  
De sucre, de viande et de blé  

Et puis regarder,  
Impuissants,  
Les prix dégringoler  

Sur l’autre versant…  

   
Un seul moyen pour t’en sortir :  
Force la dose, force la vache,  
Force le sol… Cravache !  
Ou tu vas mourir…  

   
Mon époux, réveille-toi c’est un cauchemar !  
Tu trimes la tête en bas,  
Tu engraisses ceux qui t’écrasent…  

Abruti, ne vois-tu pas  

Qu’ils ont dénaturé ton labeur ?  

Parfois cependant, tu le dis si bien :  
« Descendu de mon tracteur,  
Je ne suis plus rien… »  

   
Comment avons-nous cru aussi longtemps  

Qu’en détruisant la mère  

On nourrirait les enfants… ?  

Comment n’avoir pas compris auparavant  

Que la paix sur la Terre  

We walked a blindfold on our eyes. 

They told us: “Invest, produce! “ 

The progress will turn you as god 

Produce more and still more. Go for it! 

The performance or the desperation 

 

We followed the instructions 

The loan, the machines 

The loans to pay the machines 

And the machines to pay the loans. 

Grabbing land, 

Swallowing your neighbor 

Unbridle your motor 

Fatten up the mountains of butter 

Of sugar, meat and wheat 

And then watch 

Powerless  

The price dropping 

On the other side 

 

A single way to get through 

Force the doses, force the cow 

Force the soil, work like mad! 

Or you will die… 

 

My husband, wake up it’s a nightmare! 

You slave away with your head lowered 

You fatten the ones who crush you 

Idiot, don’t you see 

That they denatured your toil ? 

Sometimes, however, you say it yourself 

“ Brought down my tractor, 

I’m nothing anymore”  

 

How did we believe so long 

That by destroying the mother 

We would feed the children? 

How did we not understand before 

That the peace on earth 
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Passe par le respect de tous les paysans ?  

   
Rebelles et solidaires,  
Puissions-nous amorcer un virage salutaire,  
Nous détourner des circuits  

Qui nous tiennent asservis  

Et bannissent, au Sud, les paysans, nos frères.  
   
Qu’à nos propres yeux apparaisse notre vraie grandeur  

Et notre urgente raison d’exister :  
La Vie -toute vie- est sacrée…  

Soyons ses irréductibles défenseurs !  
   

  Ch. Faux  

 

 

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Goes through the respect of all peasants? 

 

Rebellious and united  

Could we initiate a salutary shift 

Turn away from the tracks 

That enslave us 

And banish, in the South the peasants 

 our brothers 

To our eyes appears our real greatness 

And our urgent reason to exist 

The life- every single life- is sacred 

Let’s be its irreducible protectors! 
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Appendix 2. 
R e s e a r c h  q u e s t i o n s  r a i s e d  b y  t h e  f a r m e r s  

Regarding the crops : 

- As their crop rotation include temporary pasture they are wondering how it could be 
possible to manage it with a no tillage method as they aim to minimize soil 
disturbance. 

- In order to be as much independent as possible they would like also to harvest their 
own grass seeds so they need knowledge about the optimized state to harvest 
according to different varieties, the machines required… 

- They are also wondering about how to select genotypes of mixed seeds adapted to 
their own conditions. 

- As organic farming is using more and more mixed varieties of grass and cereal seeds 
they also look for the optimal dose of each variety according to variable soil quality 
and climate conditions. 

Regarding the whole picture: 

A question raised by Christiane when we discussed about the future of small scale farming : 

In Belgium very few training exists regarding agroecological practices. Many young people 

willing to start a farm receive most of the time very conventional oriented advices, and also 

big scale which really demotivate the willingness of the new generation to start its own 

project. Finding the right balance between the size of the farm, the crops and animals 

grown, the labour required and the economic viability is not easy and require a lot of time 

and adaptation. 

Christiane strongly believe that to help those new entrepreneurs it would be very valuable 

to do empirical research: collect information about several small scale farms in order to 

provide several management options that would highlight the difficulties and advantages of 

different systems so the new farmers get an idea about which aspect they have to 

emphasize their effort or which knowledge they need to get…  

Especially about breeding, when animal welfare is a key point: which number of animal is the 

best to ensure welfare for animals and farmers, economic viability, amount of labour… 

Above which number do you lose the intrinsic and individual knowledge of your animals?  

 

 


